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The road to nuclear waste geologic storage
 Early ’70s expectations:

– electricity consumption will grow steadily

– a great number of  new reactors will be built 

– fast breeder reactors will come soon

– reprocessing will be the only sensible method for spent fuel 
management

– spent fuel will be a commodity

– Reprocessiong companies will take care of  the waste

 In mid 1970s the World changed:

– predictions on electricity consumption and building new 
reactors down

– reprocessing more expensive than anticipated and capacity 
limited

– fast breeders pushed to distant future

– plutonium market crashed before even started

– management of  spent fuel manditory in western countries



What to do?

Nuclear wastes don’t go away

– the time required for isolation, and thus for assessing the 

safety, is extremely long

– the organic environment has to be protected at all times

 From all thinkable alternatives

- the geologic disposal has been proven to be the most 

suitable to provide safe isolation of  the long-lived nuclear 

wastes



Site Selection Research Programme 1983-2000

Site identification

1983-1985

Preliminary site

characterisation

1986-1992

Detailed site

characterisation

1993-2000

More than 100 candidate

sites were identified

Posiva investigates the bedrock on the final disposal site and develops technical release barriers for the 

final disposal of  spent fuel. The purpose of  the R&D efforts is to ensure compliance with the 

requirements set forth for the long-term safety of  final disposal. The Final Disposal Research has started 

in Finland over 40 years ago in the end of  1970's.



Nuclear Waste Disposal Project in Finland

 The Olkiluoto site has been selected for deep geological 

disposal of  spent nuclear fuel in 2001

 Extensive geophysical data and imaging have been 

used to produce and refine a 3D model of  the site

 An underground research, testing and demonstration 

facility, ONKALO, was built at Olkiluoto for detailed 

characterisation of  the planned nuclear waste repository 

host rock. 

Repository layout. 

The access tunnel is 

~5.5 km.

Total length of  

tunnels for the 

research facility are 

~8.3 km, at levels 420 

m and 520 m. 



Issues for georesearch

 Understanding groundwater is main research target

– radionuclides can enter organic environment only by the 
transport of  groundwater

– chemical conditions can be influenced by groundwater 
related processes

– performance of  engineered barriers can be influenced by 
groundwater

 In crystalline rock, essentially all groundwater transport takes 
place in fractures and fracture zones

Mapping the fracture zones is fundamental to evaluating the 
radionuclide transport from repository to the biosphere



Geophysical Investigations
 Airborne and ground level geological   

mapping and geophysical soundings 

 Surface and borehole seismic reflection 

imaging 

 Detailed geophysical logging

 Core logging 

 Hydrological and hydrochemical

investigations 

40 deep boreholes, over 7 km2 were used

Borehole investigations included

 Comprehensive geological mapping 

 Geophysical logging, 

 VSP, MSP and Crosshole seismic 

investigations, 

 Detailed hydrological studies

Ground level investigations included 

 geological mapping on outcrops and 

in trenches, 

 electrical, electromagnetic, magnetic, 

 3D reflection and refraction seismic 

surveys. 



The features in crystalline bedrock:

• May have any orientation.

•May display discontinuous and diffuse boundaries.

The investigations for high level nuclear waste repositories must

be focused on deep and relatively small volumes of rock:

Investigation Depth: larger than typical depth of  a repository (~500 m – 1000 m)

Resolution: better than the typical transverse size of  relevant site features (~1-2 m)

Seismics was the only geophysical method to accommodate both requirements.

Hardrock Charactersation

• Emphasis on studies conducted from boreholes.

• However, the methods employed should require a minimum number

of boreholes.



 Regional 2D line (HIRE)

 3D cubes 2006 and 2007

 (reflection processing of  short surface refraction lines)

 3D Reflection VSPs 1989 – 2005

 Tunnel 2Ds and 3Ds 2007, 2009, 2012, 2013

 Tunnel Excavation Disturbed Zone (EDZ) characterisation

 Different 

 scales and frequencies

 dimension

 angle of  view

 scope in interpretation

 stage in processing and interpretation

 Possibilities in interpretation and re-interpretation + multi-

disciplinary cross-validation of  site models 

Seismic reflection investigations in Olkiluoto

1989



• Cover off  line reflections

• Dip angle limit (in processing) c. 40°

• Frequency range c. 30...200-250 Hz

• Good consistency with site scale horizontal BFZ

• Provide shape and (dis)continuity information

• Good for imaging: site scale reflectors and 

hydraulic structures

• Limited horizontal coverage (300...500 m), 
good depth coverage (>2000 m)

• Cover all directions and dip angles, but no 
outward dipping reflectors

• Frequency range c. 30...300-500 Hz, sparse 
data

• Good consistency with site scale horizontal 
BFZ 

• Good for imaging: site scale reflectors and 
hydraulic structures

3Ds & VSPs



Surface 3D data acquisition



Surface 3D survey



• High continuity

• 2D, may include off  line reflections

• Frequency range c. 30...150 Hz

• Dip angle limit (in processing) c. 40°

• Good consistency with site scale horizontal BFZ features

• Provide shape and (dis)continuity information on line

• Target in survey and interpretations: regional structure

Regional Surface 2D survey (HIRE)



Shot 1

Shot 2

Shot 3

Multi-azimuth VSP mapping



Integration over a range of  scales

– Ground Geophysics & VSP
Sub-vertical features interpreted from the magnetic and EM surface data and            

features interpreted from the VSP show a notably good match.

Stereographic projection of  

reflector strikes suggested by 

magnetic and EM surveys and 

interpreted from VSP data



Joint analysis of  events from detailed borehole logging and 3D VSP imaging show 

remarkable consistency.

Example of  lithology, fracture frequency, sonic and density logs from KR4 

depth level 700-780 m together with a site scale presentation of  the 

VSP reflectors from boreholes KR4, KR10 and KR14

Multi-offset, Multi-azimuth VSP



Seismic reflections compared to borehole fracturing data and 

interpreted as hydrogeologically significant structures

Black rectangles are seismic reflector elements from several shots and 

boreholes interpreted as a single structure. The blue mesh unites the actual 

intersections with boreholes.

Seismic Profiling & the Site Model



• Geological model of  the Olkiluoto site, version 2.0.

• Posiva Working Report 2010-70

• What is the difference?
Geological and seismic zones



The average trends observed from detailed borehole logging and 

from 3D VSP imaging display remarkable consistency.

Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereographic projection. VSP reflectors are displayed in 

red, contours display fracture (and foliation) orientation distributions over depth ranges.

A comparison of  detailed borehole logging with the seismic investigations highlights the 

petrophysical and geological connection between features interpreted at different scales.

Integration – Detailed borehole logs & VSP



The VIBSIST-200 

Receivers 

plastered in 

short holes 

(25–28cm 

deep)

MH-70

Tunnel setup

The VIBSIST-20 

Tunnel seismic investigations



In 1988 NAGRA started a 

research and development 

program at Grimsel Test Site 

(GTS) to investigate the potential 

of  geophysical remote sensing 

methods to predict discontinuities 

ahead of  the tunnel face.

The OECD/NEA Stripa

Project (1980 - 1992) has been a 

testing ground for 

development of  techniques 

and methodologies for site 

characterisation for a nuclear 

geological repository. One of  

the project objectives was to 

test the predictive capabilities 

of  newly developed radar and 

seismic tunnel and borehole 

characterisation methods. 
GRIMSEL-SWITZERLAND, 1988-1992

STRIPA PROJECT-SWEDEN, 1980-1992

History: Tunnel Seismics & Nuclear Disposal 

- the beginnings -



Grimsel Test Site, 1988 - 1992



• The agreement between predicted 

and real location was excellent. We 

were able to detect discontinuities 

up to distances of  about 150 m.

• The 2D reflection section revealed a 

number of  reflectors (mainly 

lamprophyre dykes) aside the 
tunnel. Additionally, we got good 

reflections from a nearby tunnel. 

• Conversely, we consider the VSP 

configuration as the better layout 

for the prediction measurements 

ahead of  the tunnel.

Grimsel Test Site, Seismic imaging from tunnel



• 3D migrated seismic amplitude data 

• 12 separate data planes were computed between 

+70°... -95° at chainage 3320-3610 m.

• S and P wave trajectory pattern for sources 

located in the tunnel wall (S1) and floor (S2).  

• Blue circles show the rock area illuminated 

by P waves, while teardrop-shaped areas are 

illuminated by S waves.

The IP transform used as 2D/3D pre-stack migration.

3D Image Point migration



Tunnel seismic investigations in ONKALO
A tunnel seismic survey was carried out on the 
tunnel wall in 2007 (100 m length, chainage
1720 – 1820 m). 

Another seismic investigation on the tunnel 
wall was performed in 2009 (300 m length, 
chainage 3500 – 3800 m).

A third survey was done in 2013 to the end of  
the access tunnel at 420 m below sea level



3D Imaging around the tunnel 

– Reflector interpretation



3D Imaging around the tunnel 

– Reflector interpretation



• OL-BFZ020B ~dip: 20°, towards SE (140°).

• The thickness ranges from 0.2 to 8.6 m, with average of  about 

1 m. 

• The core of  the fault consists of  densely fractured sections 

and clay-filled sections. 

• Hydraulically conductive areas are present. 

• Hydrothermal alteration is not common. 

• The fault intersects many drillholes and has been inferred 

from seismic VSP surveys.

• Geophysical indications: P-wave minima due to intense 

fracturing, resistivity minima and magnetic maxima 

indicating pyrrhotite. (Aaltonen et al. 2010)

Tunnel seismics – Model confirmation: Brittle Fault Zone

Modelled brittle fault zones near the ONKALO access 

tunnel. (Aaltonen et al. 2010)

Location of  brittle fault zone OL-BFZ020b 

and a seismic data plane (+70°).  



• Diatexitic gneiss and a 3 m thick granite pegmatite 

layer (210/25 and 300/35)

• Tunnel Cutting Fracture (108/25), thickness of  

fillings 3 mm

• Water conductive fracture (111/46), calcite, chlorite 

and clay minerals as fracture-fillings 4 mm

• Slightly lowered density and P-wave velocity

• A small reflector (about 40 m), 110…155/50…70

• The reflection correlates to the water conductive 

fracture

Tunnel seismics – Model confirmation: 

Tunnel Cutting Fracture / Water Conductive Fracture



• A narrow deformation zone with fault breccia, mylonites, and thick quartz and calcite fillings

• TCF (273/87) with thick fracture-fillings  (200 mm) and alteration

• A water conductive fracture (253/89) 13 cm apart from the TCF

• Low seismic velocities and density

A P-wave reflection at chainage 3331 m

Over 90 m long, 270/70…90

The reflector correlates to the TCF 

which is the zones’s main character

Tunnel seismics – Model confirmation: 

Narrow Deformation Zone



GEOLOGICAL AND SEISMIC ZONES 

IS HIGH RESOLUTION ALWAYS GOOD?

•Two adjacent receivers 

with different filtering: 

a)10 - 60 Hz, 

b)60 - 300 Hz, 

c)10 - 2500 Hz



Known brittle fracture zones, lithological contacts, hydraulically conductive zones, 
electrically conductive zones (according to mise-à-la-masse surveys) and long fractures could 

be confirmed. 

Verification of  features interpreted from the 

tunnel seismic survey



Brittle fracture zones (BFZ) Four BFZs are modelled to cross the surveyed area in the 

tunnel. Two of  these zones can be detected in the seismic data 

but the other two are not visible in the seismic data

Lithology Only one rock unit, pegmatitic granite, has been modelled in the 

area covered by the tunnel seismic survey and can be detected in 

the seismic data

Hydraulically conductive zones Three hydraulically conductive zones have been modelled to 

cross the area where the tunnel seismic survey was carried out.

Of  these, the first two zones can be detected in the seismic data

Electrically conductive zones Several electrically conductive zones have been surveyed in the 

area covered by the tunnel seismic survey. The conductive zones 

are mostly parts of  hydrological zones and can thus be detected 

in the seismic data. Two conductive zones surveyed outside the 

known hydrological or geological zones can also be detected in 

the seismic data

Long fractures / Tunnel cross-

cutting fractures (TCF)

A number of  TCFs have been detected in the tunnel seismic 

survey area. Of  these ten fractures, seven can be seen in the 

seismic data.

Verification of  features interpreted from the 

tunnel seismic survey done in 2009 



The green lines show the anomalies that can be explained by the known

features, the yellow lines are reflectors detected on the other side of the tunnel

than the presented image and the red arrows show anomalies caused by unknown

features either above or below the tunnel.

Seismic results vs. known features 

above and below the tunnel

View to NE

Seismic results vs. known features 

to the North of  the tunnel

View from 

above

?

Verification of  features interpreted from the 

tunnel seismic survey



5 km

Olkiluoto

Vuojoki

Hankkila

Sorkka

ONKALO

35

Verification across scales 

– Deep reflection seismic (HIRE) & Tunnel seismics –



Surface 3D & VSP reflectors confirmed in the tunnel

Verification across scales 
Scale and Resolution – Tunnel seismics, 3D and VSP –



HZ21

OL-BFZ099

Verification across scales 
Scale and Resolution – Tunnel seismics, 3D and VSP –

Seismic reflectors, brittle zone OL-BFZ099 and hydrological zone HZ21



Verification across scales 
Scale and Resolution – Tunnel seismics, 3D and VSP –

3D and VSP reflectors confirmed in the tunnel



ONK56

Verification across scales 
Scale and Resolution – Tunnel seismics, 3D and VSP –

3D and VSP reflectors & ONK56 zone, confirmed in the tunnel



• Long fractures could experience secondary 

movements which could affect the 

mechanical integrity of  the disposal canisters 

• Long fractures need to be identified during 

construction of  the deposition tunnels and 

the deposition holes 

FPI – Full Perimeter Intersection

FPC – Full Perimeter Criterion 

EFPC – Extended Full Perimeter Criterion

EFPC

Exclusion 

rules  

Application of FPC and its consequence 

in terms of degree-of-utilization

Grimsel test site, Switzerland

Focus on Long Fractures



Seismic reflection surveys from tunnels and 

boreholes were carried out in 2013 & 2014 at 

ÄSPÖ HRL.  

The depth is approximately 400 m below sea level

Tunnel seismic investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL



• Lower seismic velocities may indicate increased 

porosity, increased occurrence of  brittle 

fracturing, alteration, and higher water content.

• Increased velocities and density are associated 

to lithology variation, for example increase in 

iron content in mafic rock types.

P-wave velocity 

distribution 

derived by 

tomographic 

inversion 

Velocity range is 

shown from 

4900 (red) to 

5900 m/s (blue)

Example of  

a fault 

cutting the 

receiver line 

in TASA 

tunnel

Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Data processing



Seismic tomo. 

Low velocity anomalies with 

same trend as the FPI:s.

Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Interpretation & Cross-validation

FPI2 & FPI3



Seismic tomo. 

Low velocity anomalies with 

same trend as the FPI:s.

Trend coincides with the 

orientation of  deformation zone 

DZ.1

Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Interpretation & Cross-validation

DZ1

TASU

TASP



DZ1

Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Seismic Reflection Interpretation

TASU

TASP



Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Interpretation & Cross-validation

TASU

TASP



Synthetic seismogram from density and 

sonic velocity from borehole geophysics 

show an anomaly at the location of  the FPI:s

In resistivity tomogram exists a low 

resistivity continuous anomaly with 

same trend as the FPI:s. Green dots are 

grounding points. 
Tunnel radar show no clear reflector 

caused by the FPI:s

Seismic reflection investigations in ÄSPÖ HRL

Interpretation & Cross-validation
FPI2 & FPI3 FPI2 & FPI3



BFZ300 in tunnel 
floor

The fault zone is composed of  

core zone (single fracture with 

hydrothermal quartz and 

sulphides) and intensely 

fractured influence zone. 

Demonstration 

area

Technical 

facilities

ONKALO

Access 

tunnel

Brittle fault zone OL-BFZ300 was 

firstly discovered  during the 

geological mapping in ONKALO.

Seismic reflection investigations in ONKALO

Interpretation & Cross-validation (BFZ300)



Joutsen Antti

The core zone of  the BFZ300 

composed of  hydrothermal quartz 

and sulphides in three pilot holes.

Demonstration area in ONKALO with three 

pilot holes and the core zone of  the BFZ300. 

Fracture frequency of  the pilot holes is 

presented in the picture.  

Based on the geological 

mapping data from the 

tunnel the BFZ300 was 

projected to cross-cut pilot 

holes ONK-PH21 – 23 in 

the demonstration area.

Seismic reflection investigations in ONKALO

Interpretation & Cross-validation (BFZ300)



3D IP migrated sections used for interpretation of the BFZ300 extension

Based on the 3D seismic surveys carried 

out in the demonstration area the 

BFZ300 was modelled to continue 60 m 

further from the northernmost pilot hole. 

Also the southern extent of  the zone was 

modelled based on several similarly 

oriented fractures that cut the tunnel 

perimeter in different tunnel sections.

Seismic surveys provide continuity 

information for fractures detected 

from tunnel walls and boreholes. 

Seismic reflection investigations in ONKALO

Interpretation & Cross-validation (BFZ300)



Seismic surveys provide continuity 

information for fractures detected 

from tunnel walls and boreholes. 

Seismic reflection investigations in ONKALO

Interpretation & Cross-validation (BFZ300)

Based on the 3D seismic surveys carried 

out in the demonstration area the 

BFZ300 was modelled to continue 60 m 

further from the northernmost pilot hole. 

Also the southern extent of  the zone was 

modelled based on several similarly 

oriented fractures that cut the tunnel 

perimeter in different tunnel sections.



• Long fracture: two rough rock walls with similar physical properties lying 

against each other through a number of  contact zones. 

• If  ideally the walls copy each other’s shape so that they touch over a large 

area, the fracture will be seismically invisible, because of  the continuity of  

physical properties across it. 

• If  the same ideal walls are set even very slightly apart so that they do not 

touch at all, the fracture becomes seismically visible. 

• Very thin fractures can produce a seismic response even with 

wavelengths orders of  magnitude larger than their apertures.  

Long Fractures: what do we see by seismics?



Tunnel to hole repeat

Single-hole 
baseline and repeat 

Cross-hole baseline 

Equipment: High Resolution Seismic System

Frequency 10 to 80 kHz      Sampling rate 1ms Resolution 5–10 mm 

Seismic Imaging of  EDZ



Definition (s)

EDZ = Excavation Damaged Zone (Damaged U Failed)  

0 – 1 m
EDZ = Excavation Disturbed Zone (Disturbed U Damaged U Failed)   

1 – 2 tunnel diameter

Failed zone → loose blocks and slides

Damaged zone → irreversible changes
(micro-cracks, fractures, change of  moduli, permeability etc.)

Disturbed zone → insignificant or reversible change of  state
(e.g. stress, hydraulic head) 

There are no distinct boundaries from the damaged to the disturbed 

zone and from the disturbed zone to the virgin rock mass. 

What is EDZ?



EDZ imaging: Baseline crosshole tomography



EDZ imaging: Repeat crosshole tomography



2.70 m

4
0
 m

EDZ imaging: 

Baseline & Repeat Singlehole Seismic Profiling 



Disturbed Zone – Anisotropy 

58
EAGE Near Surface 2010, Zürich

08 September 2010

Anisotropy ~ 1.3%

Crosshole around TBM tunnel -

Äspö

Reduced velocity 3450m/s, velocity 

ratio between SH and SV waves ~ 1%

Anisotropy 

correction



Medians (1 m) of dynamic elastic moduli

P-wave tomographic section (4600 – 6300 m/s)

S-wave tomographic section (2800 – 3400 m/s) 

Shear modulus section (25 – 30 GPa)

Young modulus section (63 – 75 GPa)

Samples from pilot drillholes near the tunnel seismic test (closer 
than 300 m along tunnel or 30 m vertically)

Medians (1 m) of acoustic logging velocity 

2800

3800

5000 6200

55
35

DGN = diatexitic gneiss, 
KFP=potassium feldspar porphyrite, MFGN=mafic gneiss, 

PGR= granite pegmatite and 
VGN=veined gneiss

85

23

Young’s
modulus

Shear modulus

VP

VS

EDZ imaging: 

Velocity Profiling along the tunnel wall 



 The existence of  the EDZ has been proven by both transmission and 

reflection seismic imaging. Its properties and transverse size could be correlated 

with geology, stress state and excavation geometry and method

 The scattering of  the seismic energy increases due to the Excavation Damaged 

Zone and can be used to map it.

 Excavation generated fractures and natural fractures open or close due to 

changes in the stress field.  Weak anisotropy is likely to appear. 

 Micro-fracturing changes the water content in the rock, and produces a 

decrease of  the velocity of  the P- waves

 The effect of  micro-fracturing on the S-waves, reflecting the strength of  the 

rock  is smaller, but measurable. 

EDZ imaging



 Geophysics, and seismics in particular, had a significant contribution to 
the detailed characterization of  the planned repository host rock. 

 Good agreement between structural information from all the 
investigation methods applied at different scales has been found at 
various stages of  the site characterisation process. 

 Previous geophysical determinations, interpretations and models found 
confirmation by direct observation in the ONKALO tunnel. The slightly 
over 5 km length of  the tunnel met only a small amount of  features, 
compared with the whole site volume investigated over 20 years.

 The main features met in the tunnel roughly form a subset of  the 
predictions made from surface and boreholes and validate previous 
measurements and interpretation results.

Seismic imaging for site characterisation: 

Conclusions



Modelling implies a simplification of  the physical reality.

 The simplification is done by adopting a set of  constraints, which seem 

reasonable in a certain context. 

 The context itself  depends on the intended use of  the model. 

Attempts to use for geology a seismic model intended e.g. for 
hydraulics are doomed to fail. 

Whenever possible, interpretation should focus on proving clear 

experimental hypotheses, instead of  attempting head-on complex 

reconstructions.  

A result infirming the experimental hypotheses is equally useful.

Discussion



 Because of  the lack of  a common theory, interdisciplinary models are a 

collection of  sub-models linked by logical inference. The whole 
construction is as valid as these weak links. 

 Subjective interpretation must be left to the last stage of  the modelling 

exercise, when it provides the basis for the understanding of  the model.

 If  subjective interpretation stages are intercalated with hard data 

processing, biased results may be produced.

Discussion



Nuclear Waste Disposal Project in Finland

“Many members of  the Finnish Parliament thought that the 2001 decision-

in-principle represented a logical continuation of  the policy agreed upon in 

1983 and that it was in compliance with the requirements of  the Nuclear 

Energy Act. Whilst many of  them may have been uncertain about the long-term 

safety of  final disposal, they nevertheless thought that it was better to continue with 

the implementation of  the disposal plans than just to hope for a better solution to 

emerge in the future.” (Juhani Vira, Posiva at a 2015 press conference)

“I have to keep repeating that unfortunately, there is no real secret to Finland’s 

progress in this respect. We have been making systematic progress, step by 

step, for over three decades now. Elsewhere, there has been a tendency to cut 

corners. For example, many countries have decided on the location of  the disposal 

sites in ways that the citizens did not consider fair.”

“I would imagine 

that many citizens 

think along those 

lines, too. I have 

heard many a Joe or 

Jane Public say: 

‘Well, you have to 

do something 

about it, don’t 

you?’”, Juhani Vira

concludes.



Thank you for your attention

Olkiluoto, 2001

Olkiluoto, 2006

Olkiluoto, 2020’s
“Plenty of  time has been reserved for the 

preparatory stage and the implementation stage of  

final disposal. 

Thorough preparations and implementation will 

ensure the safety of  final disposal. The final disposal 

of  spent nuclear fuel is planned to start in 2020's and 

will continue for almost a hundred years.”


